AmTryke® Wrist Wrap

XS = 7 inches and smaller - # 30-21-0160XS
S = 8 inches - # 30-21-0160S
MED = 10 inches - # 30-21-0160M
LG =11 inches - # 30-21-0160LG
XL = 12 inches - # 30-21-0160XL

Wrist Wrap Directions

1. Place hand on tryke hand grip/handle bar with thumb placement below grip and fingers above hand grip.

2. Place small T or L end of wrist wrap around the top side of the wrist and secure hook and loop.

3. Pull material snug over back of hand toward underside of wrist.

4. Secure hook and loop fastener of strap around wrist / back of hand.

5. Discomfort, constriction of blood flow or red marks should be avoided.